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Abstract: In this paper, Author will be discussing the security issues and challenges faced by the industry in securing the cloud computing and how
these problems can be tackled. Cloud computing is modern technique of sharing resources like data sharing, file sharing, basically sharing of resources
without launching own infrastructure and using some third party resources to avoid huge investment . It is very challenging these days to secure the
communication between two users although people use different encryption techniques [1].
————————————————————

Introduction:
Cloud Computing is basically the sharing of resources over
communication media .Like internet as frequent user
perform cloud computing and sharing their information over
the internet using any cloud environment . It is the
convenient way of sharing different resources without
considering place and time for accessing that information
and without investing in building huge infrastructure and
then maintaining it. Examples of cloud computing is Google
apps. User can access different services using browser and
can install on different machines in different environment on
web. In cloud computing, without investing any penny, we
can use resources and it is the duty of the service provider
to operate and maintain the services of cloud and ensure
that the services provided to client are without any problem.
It is the duty of cloud provider to properly manage and
organize the resources and provide secure communication.
The requirements may vary with time for creating a cloud
[2].

Existing Cloud Computing Security Measures:Following methods need to be considered while keeping
security of cloud in mind, which are as follows. Mutual
Audit ability, Current systems mainly focus one way
auditing, but now researchers have suggested that in order
to achieve maximum output from cloud environment we
have to consider two way auditing because it is beneficial
for both i.e. service provider as well as user. for example:
any important information can be shared on the mutual
agreement of both the parties that will be highly secure as
both of them will be taken in confidence before sharing
such data across cloud. Modern researches have shown
that detailed auditing implementation is not an easy task to
do although we consider web services. Researchers
suggested that we should undertake the auditing on regular
basis involving some third party which will be safe, because
then it will be third party duty to maintain and provide proper
information regarding any mishap. By achieving mutual
audit ability, researchers said we could get a secure
environment [3].

Encrypt the data before transmission, Researchers have
suggested that we can encrypt the data before sending it to
the final destination to get a secure environment for cloud
communication, as well as there must be some privilege
users on both sides i.e. on the provider and end user
according to which limited access should be allotted
accordingly and we can save our communication from
unauthorised access [4].Open Security Architecture
(OSA), Researchers suggested that OSA is a framework
that has no cost and can be efficiently combine inside the
application software. It is a pictorial representation of flow of
specific information and the policies, which can be
implemented in securing the information at all level. The
main components, which are engage in data flow, are as
under: the end users, developers, system architect, third
party auditors and cloud itself [5].

Conclusions:
Cloud computing is an emerging technology, which is
providing users best facilities, according to their
requirements without investing and building infrastructure.
Researchers are working in this domain to improve the
ways of securing cloud communication; some have tested
trusted computing and some cryptographic techniques to
secure the communication [6].
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